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PREFACE 
The notion of modulus function was first study by H. Nakano[50] in the year 
1953. Subsequently modulus function was study by Ruckle[54], Connor[8], Mad-
dox[35], Pehlivan and Fisher[53], Malkowsky and Savas[43].With the help of modulus 
function a certain number of sequence spaces have been defined. The primary aim of 
this dissertation is to study various sequence spaces and difference sequence spaces 
defined by a modulus functions as well as by a sequence of modulus function. 
The present exposition has been divided into six chapters. Chapter-I is devoted to 
preliminaries including notations and basic definitions on sequence spaces which are 
frequently used in the rest of this work without further reference. 
Chapter-II opens with the introduction of lacunary sequences and precedes to give 
a symmetric account of the properties exhibited by these sequences spaces i.e. their 
convergence, almost convergence and relation between strongly almost convergence 
and Cesaro summable sequences etc. 
Chapter-Ill is devoted to study of difference sequence spaces.In this chapter au-
thor himself extended some results of modulus functions to the sequence of moduli, 
which are accepted in South-East Asian Bulletin of Mathematics (China) for publi-
cation. 
Chapter-IV deals with the study of generalization of the sequence spaces of second 
order difference. The present chapter proposed to study the a - and (5- duals of 
the above difference sequence spaces including some results of matrix maps satisfied 
between these sequence spaces. 
Chapter-V is mainly concerned with those sequence spaces which are generated 
by infinite matrices, this chapter also gives information about the regularly varying 
modulus functions with interesting examples and some useful results. 
Chapter-VI comprises of Ip and /oo spaces, extention of Ip and ^oospaces to lp{f) 
and /oo(/) with the help of modulus function. This chapter is particularly useful for 
the comparative study of the results of/p and/QO spaces to those of ip(/) and lodf) 
spaces. At the end of the dissertation, we have given an exhaustive list of references 
which have been a source of study for the completion of the present work. 
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CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES AND INTRODUCTION 
Here in this section we introduce some notations and basic definitions on 
some sequence spaces of which we shall make frequent use in the rest of this 
work without further references. 
1. Notations and basic sequence spaces 
1.1. The symbols N, R and € 
N := Set of positive integers 
R := Set of Real numbers 
€ := Set of all complex numbers 
1.2. Sequence spaces 
cj := (x = (xfc) : Xfc G -R or C}, the space of real or complex sequences. 
Coo '•= The space of finite sequences, i.e. of all sequences having a finite 
number of non zero terms. 
loo '•= {x ^ uj • sup \xk\ < co}, the space of bounded sequences (See [31], p.29). 
k 
c := {x ^ uj : hm.x'A; = I, I E €}, the space of convergent sequences (See [31]). 
Co := {x = {xk) • Yunxk = 0}, the space of null seciuences (See [31], p.29). 
loo, c, Co are the Banach spaces with the norm 
ll^ 'll =sup|xfc|, {See[31],p.l04) 
k 
while Coo is not complete with respect to any norm. 
C := {x eu> : sup |x" - x"'j - ^ 0 , as n,m-^ oo},the set of all Cauchy 
sequences. 
However, by well established convention we define, 
cs :— < X e to : ^ Xk converges > , the space of convergent series, 
bs :— s X E u! : (Yl -^'/c) ^ l-cx) ( , the space of bounded yeries, 
/i := {x € cj : ^ \xk\ < oo}, the; space of absolutely convergent series, 
k 
Ip := (a; G cu : ^ l^^l'' < 00} (p > 0), the space of absolutely p-summable 
k 
sequences. 
The following subspaces of u were first introduced and discussed by Maddox 
[38]. 
lip):={xeu;:Z\xk\'"=<oo},[38]; 
k 
loo{p) := {x eu) : sup \xk\^'' < 00}, [38]; 
k 
c{p) := {x eu : lim \xk - l\^' = 0, for some I € €}, [38]; 
Co(p) := {x € a; : lim l.T^ I^ '-- = 0, }, [38]; 
1.3. Some inequalities 
The following inequalities will be useful. 
1.3.1. The triangle inequality, (see [36] and [19]) 
For any a,b e€, \a + b\ < \a\ + \b\. 
1.3.2. Holder's inequality, (see [36], p. 20; see also [19]) 
Let p > I, 1/p + l/q = 1, ai, • • • ,a„ > 0 and bi,- •• ,bn > 0. Then 
fc=i \fc=i / \fc=i 
Also, 
n / " \ 
k=l \k=l / 
1.3.3. Minkowski's inequality, (see [36];see also [19]) 
Let p > 1, tti, • • • , a„ > 0 and /;i, • • • , 6„, > 0. Then 
where sums run from k = 1 to k = n, 
1.3.4. Let 0 < p < 1, ai ,--- ,an > 0 and bi,--- ,bn > 0. Then 
^{ak + b,Y < Y^{a,r + Yl^bkY, (see [42]; see also [27]). 
/ c = l k=l 
Inequahties 1.3.1, 1.3.3 and 1.3.4 yield the following frequently used results 
vahd for complex a^, bk : (see Maddox [46], pp. 20-22 and Hardy, Littlewood and 
Polya[31]), 
E i«^  + '^^ -i' ^ E I'^'^i"+E i^ '^ i"' (0 < p < !)• 
1.4. Continuous and Kothe-Toeplitz duals 
If X is a sequence of x G UJ, then we denote the continuous dual space of X 
by X*, that is, the set of all continuous functional on X ,(See [36]-p.ll3). 
We denote the absolute Kothe-Toeplitz dual or (a — dual) and generalized 
Kothe-Toeplitz dual or (/3 - dual) by X" and X^ respectively, defined by ; 
X" — {a e UJ : 2~] l"fc^ /c| < oo, for all x G X], 
k 
and 
X'^ = [a^LO : y ^ gfcXfc < oo, /or a// x € X}, (see[27]ancf[38]). 
1.5. Difference sequence spaces 
The difference sequence space X{A) was introduced by Kizinaz [23]as follows 
X{A) = {x = (xk) G u : (Axfc) G X} for X= l^, c and CQ, 
where Axk = {xk - Xfc+i) for all k e N. 
These difference sequence spaces were generalized by Et and Colak [14] as 
follows 
X(A'") = {x = (.x'O e u ; A"'x = (A'^ Xfc) e X} for X ^ l^, c and CQ, 
where A"^ Zfc = (A""\i:k - A'^-^x^+i). 
Kizmaz [23] has defined the following sequence spaces 
/oo(A) = {x- = {xk) : Ax G loo}, 
c(A) = {x = {xk) : Ax G c}, 
co(A) = (x = (xfc) : Ax G CQ}, 
where Ax - (Ax;,)fcli = i'-J^k - 3:^-+l)^l . 
1.6. Modulus Function 
A function / : [0, oo) -> [0, oo) is called a modular if 
1. f{t) = 0 if and only if ^ = 0, 
2. f(t + u)< f{t) + f{u) for all t,u>0, 
3. f is increasing, and 
4. f is continuous from the right of 0. 
Let X be a sequence space. Then the sequence space X{f) is defined as 
Xif) = {x = (x,) : (/(jxfcl)) G X} 
for a modulus f ([33], [54]). Koik[24],[25] gave an extension oiX{f) by considering 
a sequence of moduh F = (fk) i.e. 
X{F) = {{x = (x,) : (A(lxfcl)) G X} 
1.7. F- space, is a complete metrizable topological vector s]:)ace over the held 
K of the real numbers ^ or complex number C. Kothe [28], p. 167 Kamthan and 
Gupta[20] p. 13 define the topology of F- space X by F norm. 
1.8. F Norm. A functional g : X -> R with the conditions 
1. 9(0) = 0 
2. g{x + y) < g{x) + g{y) for all x,y e X, 
3. |a| < 1 {a e K), x ^ X => g{ax) < g{x) 
4. limn ctn = 0 {an ^ K), X e X =^ livin g{o!nX) - 0 
5. g{x) = 0 =^ X = 0. 
A functional g with conditions (1 - 4) is called an F-seminorni 
l.Q.Paranorm. A paranorni in X defines as a functional g : X -^ R which 
satisfies conditions 
1. 5(0) = 0 
2. g{x + y) < g{x) + g{y) for all x, y e X, 
3. gi-x) = g{x) {x e X) 
4 . limnOCn = Ol {(Xn-,Oi ^ K), Limng{Xn - x) = 0 (XnyXEX) 
=> limng{anXn — o:x) = 0 
CHAPTER II 
SOME SPACES OF LACUNARY SEQUENCES DEFINED BY THE 
MODULUS FUNCTION 
Introduction : 
Maddox [33] introduced the following sequence spaces : 
•"^o(/) = {x : (Tn{x) -> 0, n -> oo}, 
'^(f) = {x : X — le e WQ(f), for some 1}, 
Wooif) = {x : supa„(x) < oo}, 
n 
where a„(j;) = ^ E fiU'kl)-
k=i 
A sequence x G /oo, the space of bounded sequences, x = {xk) is said to be 
almost convergent [30] to s if 
1 '' 
lim t„,k{x) = lim ——- Vx„ ,+ i = 
t=0 
uniformly in m. 
Das and Sahoo [9] introduced the following sequence spaces: 
n 
w = {x : lim ~ Y. ^kmix - s) = 0, uniformly in m, for some s} 
" fc=0 
[w] = {x : lim ^ ^ \tkm{x - s)| = 0, uniformly in m, for some s} 
" k=o 
By a lacunary sequence ^ = (A;r), '' = 0,1,2,--- where fco = 0, we shall mean 
an increasing sequence of non- negative integers with hr = {k,. - k,-i) —> oo. The 
intervals determined by 0 are denoted by /^ = {kr-i,kr] and the ratio kr/K-i 
will be denoted by g,.. 
A sequence x is said to be lacunary [wj- convergent to the value s (See [4]) if 
msup — Y^ \tkm{x - s)| = 0. h „_r-
[w]e, denote the set of all lacunary [w]- convergent sequences and write 
[w]e — limx = s for x G [wjg. 
Mursaleen and T.A. Chishti [49] introduced and examine the following 
sequence spaces : 
[w(f)] = {x : ^^tf(\tUx - s)\) - . 0, (n ^ 
k=Q 
oo), uniformly in m, for some s} 
[w(f)]0 = {x : sup ;;i; Yl f{\t'km{x - s)|) -> 0(r ^ oo),for some s}, 
where / is a modulus function. If /(x) = x , then 
[w(f)] = [w] and [w(f)]^ = [w] .^ 
The space of lacunary strongly convergent sequence NQ was defined by Freed-
man et al [14] as : 
1 \-~v 
Ne — {x = (xfc) : lim — y \xk - /| = 0 for some /} . 
keir 
The space No is a Banach space with the norm 
|x||^ = sup — ^ | X ; t | 
'• ^^keir 
Ng denotes the subset of No those sequences for which / = 0 in the definition 
of No. (Ng, \\.\\o) is also a Banach - space . There is a relation (see [13]) between 
Ng and the space \ai\ of strongly Cesaro summable sequences defined by 
1 " 
= {x E u : — } \xk — /I = 0, for some I}. Pi, n k=l 
For 9 = (2'") we have No = \ai\ . 
Let / be a modulus function. Colak et al [8], defined following sequence spaces 
iVe,(A"',/) = { x e u ; : l i m - ^ ^ / ( | A ' " x , - ; | ) = 0 for some 1}. 
W°(A'", f) = {xeu: lim I J2 / ( l^ '^ '^ i ) = M -
N^{A^, f) = {xeu: lim ^ ^ / ( ! A"^ Xfc|) < oo}. 
'' keir 
Lemma l.(see [49]) Suppose for a given e there exists TIQ and mo such that 
1 ""^ 
for all n > no, m > mo- Then x e [w] . 
Lemma 2.(see [8]) Let / be a modulus function and let 0 < 5 < 1. Then 
for each x > 6 we have f{x) < 2f{l)6~^x. 
Main Results. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 6 = (kr) be a lacunary sequence with liminfgr > !• 
Then [w(f)]c [w(f)]<, and [w(f)] -limx = [w(f)]e - limx. 
Proof. Let lim'miqr > 1. Then there exists 6 > 0 such that qr > 1 + 6 and 
hence 
kr kr 1 + 6 1 + 6' 
Therefore 
i f; /(|i,„,(:.- - 5)1) > 1 f; /(|t,^(x - 5)1) 
and ii X e [w(f)] with [w(f)] -lima; = s, then it follows that x €[w(f)]e with 
[w(f)]0 — hmx = 5. 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.2. Let 6 = {kr) be a lacunary sequence with hmsup^r < oo-
Then [w(f)]0 C [w(f)] and [w{{)]e - Hmx = [w(f)] - limx. 
Proof. Let x E [w(f)]0 with [w(f)]0 — limx = 5. Then for e > 0, there exists 
Jo such that for every j > jo and all m 
J^'" ^  J^.Y^ /(Ktm(3; ~S)\) < e, 
^ ieij 
that is , we can find some positive constant M such that 
(2.2.1) gjm < M 
for all j and m lim sup (j,. < oo implies that there exists some positive number K 
such that 
(2.2.2) qr<K for all r > 1. 
Therefore , for /e,—i < n < kr, we have by (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) 
- , 1 1 , fer 
- J2 fi\iUx - 5)1) < -l-f2fi\timix - S)\) 
-. jo r 
= r - E + EiE/dWx-.)!) 
'^  ^ i=0 ;=jo+l ielj 
< -,— ( sup gpm)kjo + ^{K - fcjo)-
" T - l 1<P<J0 " T - l 
< Mkjjkr-i + eK. 
Since fcr-i -^ oo as r -^ oo, we get x 6 [w(f)] with [w(f)] - Unix = s. 
This completes the proof of the- theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Let 1 < liminf g,. < lim sup sup r^ < oo. Then 
[w(f)] = [w(f)],. 
Proof. Theorem 2.3. follows from Theorem 2.1 and 2.2. 
Theorem 2.4. Letx e [w(f)]n [w{i)]g. Then [w(f)] - limx = [w(f)]e - limx 
and [w(f)]6i - Hmx is unique for any lacunary sequence 0 = (kr). 
Proof. Letx G [w(f)] fi [w(f)]o and [w(f)] - limx = s , [w(f)]e - Unix = s'. 
Suppose that s y^ s . We see that 
(/l^ - '^D ^ lj2f(\^^rn{x - S)\) + 1 ^ / ( | ^ , ^ ( X - 5')|) 
for each m 
1 X 
< limsup —2_^/( | i i„ . (x-s) | ) + 0. 
te/r 
10 
Hence there exists ro such that , for r > ro, 
i-J^/(|Ux-6-)|)>a>-6'|). 
Since [w(f)] - hmx = 5, it follows that 
0 > limsup(/z,/A;,)(/|s -s'\)< limM{hr/kr){f\s -s'\)>0 
and so, Unu;,. = 1. Hence , by Theorem 2.2, [w(f)]() C [w(f)] and 
[w(f)]0 - limx- = s = s = [w(f)] - hmx. Further , 
2=0 2=0 
and taking the limit on both sides as n —>• cx) , we have {f\s — 5'|) = 0, i.e., s = s 
for any modulus / . 
Theorem 2.5. For every lacunary sequence 9 = (A;^ ), we have [w(f)]e n/00 = 
[w(f)]. 
Proof. Let x G [w(f)]6) nloo- For e > 0 , there exists ro and QQ such that 
(2.5.1) ~J^f{Mx~s)\)<e/2 
^ fc=0 
for r > To and q > qo , q = K-i 4-1 + z, z > 0. 
Now , let n > /Zr, and m be an integer greater than or equal to 1. Then 
n ^—' 
fc=0 
n - 1 m - 1 g+(M+l) ' i r - i 
fc=0 fe=0 j=q+nhr 
^ n - 1 ^ 9+fe-l 
+iEl E /(fe-i) 
fc=0 j=q+mhr 
m - 1 (M+l ) / i r - l . q+fe-1 , n - 1 ^ 9+fc- l 
(«-2) £^E E i iE / fe - ) i + ; i E ^ E / t e - ) -
M=0 /c=/i/ir i=<? k=mhr j=q 
11 
Since x e loo , foi' all j,f{\xj - s\) < M. So from (2.5.1) and (2.5.2), we have 
1 "'•' 1 
-Yf{K{x-s)\)<-mhre/2 + 
n f-' n n 
k=0 
For ^ < 1, ^^ can be made less than e/2 by taking n sufficiently large and 
since ^ < 1 then 
T l - l 
" . = 0 
for r > ro, q > go- Hence by Lemma 1, [w(f)]o Dloo C [w(f)]. It is trivial that 
[w(f)]c [w(f)], n/oo. 
Theorem 2.6. The sets N^{A"\f), N0{A"\ f) and N^{A"\f) are linear 
spaces. 
Proof.Let x,y £ No{A'"\ f) and a,P E €. Then exists positive integers Ka 
and M.y such that \a\ < K^ and |7| < My. From the definition of modulus 
function and A'" we have 
^ J^ fi\A"'{ax, + jy,) - {ah + 7^ 2)!) < 
^'" heir 
Thus Ne{A^\ f) is a linear space. 
Theorem 2.7. Let / be a modulus function . Then No{A'^) C A o^CA"', / ) 
Proof.Let x e No{A"').Then we have 
1 v--> 
(2.2.1) r,. - — 2_^ |A'"a;fc - / | - > 0 as r - > 00, for some 1. 
fce/r 
Let e > 0 and choose 6 with 0 < J < 1 such that f{u) < e for every u with 
0 < li < 5. Then we can write 
~Y^f{\N'^x,-l\)=^ 
hr 
keir 
- J2 fi\^'^x,-l\) + ~ Yl /(|A-x,-/|)< 
' ' /fc€/r,|A'"ifc-i!|<5 '• A;e/r,|A'"jr/c-/|><5 
12 
J^i^rc) + —2f{l)8-^hrTr ( from Lemma 2). 
Therefore xGiV0(A"\ / ) . 
Theorem 2.8. Let / be a modulus function, if lim ^ ^ = 7 > 0, then 
/Ve(A'") = 7V,(A'",/). 
Proof. We need to show that A^o(A'",/) c Nei/S"^). Let 7 > 0 and x e 
iV^(A" ,^ / ) . Since 7 > 0 , we have f{t) > jt for all t > 0. 
Hence we have 
"" keir 
j-x:7iA-^.-/i-^7Ei^"^^^-^i-hr 
Therefore we have x € NeiA"^). Hence ^^(A'", / ) c ^^(A"^). On the other hand 
by Theorem 2.2 we have NeiA"") C NeiA^^J). Thus iV^(A"') = A^^(A"^,/). 
Theorem 2.9. Let m > 1 be a fixed integer , then 
1. iVO(A—\/)cA^,«(A-,/); 
2. iV,(A—^/)c/Ve(A"^/); 
3. iV ,~ (A—i , / ) c iV ,~(A- , / ) ; 
and the inclusions are strict. 
Proof.The proof of the inclusions follows from the following inequality 
1Y^ /(I A-x,i) <IY1 /d "^"'^ -^ !) + f E /(i^ "'^ f^c+ii) 
To show the inclusions are strict , let ^ = (2'') and x — (A;"''). Then 
X e ( A " \ / ) , but X ^ ( A ' " - \ / ) . If 2; = (A;'"), then A"'x = (-l)"^m! and 
Theorem 2.10. Let 9 = {kr) be a lacunary sequence. If 1 < Hminf g,. < 
limsupg. < 00, then |a-i|(A'",/) = NeiA^J) 
r 
where 
1 " 
k i | (A" \ f) = {xeu:-J2 /(I A'"xfc - /I = 0, for some /} 
"" k=i 
13 
Proof. Let liminf g^  > 1, then there exists 5 > 0 such that g^  = 7 : ^ > 1 + 5 
all r ] 
we write 
for > 1. Furthermore we have ^ < ^ ^ and %^ < i for all r > l.Then 
tlr — O fir — O — 
*' '*;'^l:/(|A™x<i)- t i /*;_'.'xi/d'^ '" '^ 
Now suppose that the lim sup qr < 00 and let e > 0 be given . Then there exists 
r 
jo such that for every j > jo 
Choose a number M > 0 such that Aj < M for all j . If lim sup g^  < 00, then 
r 
there exists a number /3 > 0 such that qr < /3 for every r. Now let n be any 
integer with kr-\ < n < kr- Then 
iX /^(|A"'x,|<A:;_\X /^(|A'"a:,| 
!=1 1=1 
I ie/i ie/r 
JO 
i = i ie/j j=jo+i i€/j 
< /c-_\( s u p Ay)/Cj„ + e(fc^ - /Cj-J^r"-! 
l<J<Jo 
< Mk;}^kjo + ep 
ThusxeKKA'",/). 
14 
CHAPTER - III 
SOME GENERALIZED DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE SPACES 
1. Introduction. Let U be the set of all sequences u such that Uk 7^  0 
{k — 1,2, • • •). Then Malkowsky [41] defined the following sequence spaces 
/OO(M, A) = (X G a;: {uk{xk - a;fc+i))^i e l^}, 
c{u, A) = {x 6 w : {Uk{xk - Xk+i))t=\ ^ c}, 
Co(«, A) = {x 6 a; : {uk{xk - '£k\\))t=\ ^ ^o}, 
where u E U. 
A.K. Gaur and Mursaleen [13] Defined the following sequence spaces for a 
sequence of modulus F = (fk), 
UiF, A) = {{x - (Xk) : Ax e 1^{F)} 
co{F, A) = {{x = (x^) : Ax e Co(F)}. 
and given necessary and sufficient conditions for the inclusion relations 
between X{A) and Y{F, A), where X,Y ^^ loo or CQ 
In this Chapter, Vakeel A. Khan and Q.M. Danish Lohani[22] defined the 
following sequence spaces : 
/oo(w, A ,F) = {x = (xfc) : sup/fc(|ufcAxfc|) < 00} 
k>0 
c{u, A, F) = {x - (xfc) : lim A-du^Axfe - /[) - 0, / G €} 
k-¥oo 
co{u, A, F) = {x = (xk) : lim fk{\ukAxk\) = 0}, 
fe-+oo 
for a sequence of moduli F = (//;) and u^U. 
If we take Xk instead of AXA;, we have the following sequence spaces 
loo{u,F) = {x = (x -^) : snp fk{\ukXk\) < 00} 
A:>0 
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c{u, F) = {x = (xk) : lim fki\ukXk -l\) = 0,l e€} 
k-¥oo 
co{u,F) = {x = (xk) : lim fki\ukXk\) = 0}, 
fe-*oo 
Given u e U, then C. Asina and R. Colak [3] defined the sequence spaces 
looi'U, A , J D ) = {X eu: {Uk{Xk - Xk+l))t=l £ ^ooi'p)}, 
c{u, A,p) = {xeu: {uk{xk - Xfe+i))^i G c{p)], 
Co{u,A,p) = {x Gu : (wfc(xfc -a;fc+i))^i e co(p)}, 
where p = (pk) be any sequence space of positive real numbers. 
Vakeel A. Khan and Q.M. Danish Lohani[22] has defined the sequence spaces 
l^{u,A,F,p) = {x = (xk) : sup {fkilukAxkDf < oo} 
fc>0 
c{u,A,F,p)=^{x = {xk): Um {fki\ukAxk - iDf'= 0,1 e €} 
it—>00 
coin, A,F,p) = {x = (xk) : lim {fkHukAxkDY' = 0}, 
k—t-oo 
for a sequence of moduli F = [fk) and u EU. 
If we take pk = constant for all k, then loo{u,A,F,p) = /oo(w, A,F) , 
C(M, A , F , P ) = c(tf, A, F) and co(w, A, F,p) = co{u, A, F).It is easy to show that 
these sequence spaces are paranormed spaces with 
Q{x) = snp ifk{\ukAxk\)rf''< a, 
fc>0 
where H — max (I, sup pk). 
k>0 
If we take Xk instead of Axk, we have the following sequence spaces 
lociu,F,p) = {x = (xk) : sup{fkilukXkDY" < oo} 
fe>0 
c{u, F,p) = {x = {xk) : lim {fk{\ukXk - W ^0,leC} 
k—*oo 
co{u, F,p) = {x = (xk) : lim ( / , ( | u , x , l ) r = 0}, 
for a sequence of moduli F — (fk) and u E U. 
by using the following lemmas (see Kolk [24]). 
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Lemma A. The condition sup fh{t) < co, j! > 0 holds if and only if there exists 
k 
a point to > 0 such that sup/;t(^o) < oo. 
k 
Lemma B. The condition inf/^(t) > 0, holds if and only if there exists a point 
to> 0 such that inf fk{to) > 0. 
k 
2. Inclusion relations 
Theorem 2.1. For a sequence F = [fk) of inoduh , the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) ;oc(A)C/^(F ,A) , 
(ii) co(A)C/oo(F,A), 
(iii) sup fkit) <oo it>0). 
k 
Proof, ( i ) ^ (ii) is clear. 
(ii) =>(iii): Let co(A) C l^(F,A). Suppose that (iii) is not true. Then by 
Lemma A sup/fc(t) = oo for all t > Q and there exists a sequence (/Cj) of 
k 
positive integers such that 
(1) fkX\)>i for i=l,2,---
Now we define x = {xk} by 
.J, ^ i J , "i-f k = ki for i = 1,2, • • • , 
[^  0 , otherwise. 
Then x 6 co(A) but by (1), x ^ /oo(-^ , A) which contradicts (ii). 
Hence (iii) is true. 
(ii i)^ (i) : 
Let (iii) be true and x G /oo(A"'). If we suppose that x ^ loo{F, A), then 
supA(IAxfcl) =oo for A"^xe/oo. 
k 
If we take t = |AXA;| , then sup fk{t) = oo which contradicts (iii). Hence 
/oo(A)CZ^(F,A). 
Theorem 2.2. For a sequence of moduli F - (fk) the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) co(F,A)Cco(A), 
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(ii) C O ( F , A , M ) C / < ^ ( A ) , 
(iii) inf/fc(^)>0 {t>0). 
k 
Proof. (i)=^ (ii) is clear. 
(ii) =>(iii): Let co(F, A) C /00(A). Suppose that (iii) does not hold. Then by 
Lemma B inf/fc(t) = 0 (t > 0) and there exists a sequence {ki) of positive 
integers such that 
(2) A . ( ^ ' ) < - for z = l ,2,---
Now define the sequence x — {xk\ by 
i^ , if k = ki for i = 1,2, ••• , 
Xi, 
0 , otherwise. 
By (2), X € CQ{F, A) but x ^ /00(A) which contradicts (ii). 
Hence (iii) is true. 
(ii i)^ (i) : 
Let (iii) be true and x € co{F, A) i.e. 
limf,{\Axk\) = 0 
Suppose that x ^ co(A).Then for some number CQ > 0 and positive integer ko we 
have lAa:fc| > €Q for k > ko. Therefore fk(^o) < (fk\'Axk\) for k > ko and 
hence lim/fc(eo) = 0 which contradicts (in). Thus Co(i^ , A) C co(A). 
k 
Theorem 2.3. The inclusion loo{F, A) C co(A) holds if and only if 
(3) lim/fc(i)=oo for t > 0. 
Proof. Let loo{F,A) C Co(A). Suppose (3) does not hold. Then there exists a 
number to > 0 and a sequence (ki) of positive integers s.t. 
(4) l im/fc ,( to)<M<oo 
fc 
Now we define the sequence x = (xk) by 
^ ^ ( to , if k=^ki for i = l , 2 , ••• , 
'' \ 0 , otherwise. 
Thus x e /oo(i ,^ A), by (4). But x ^ co(A), so that (3) must hold if 
/oc(F,A"',u)Cco(A"'). 
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Conversely let (3) hold. If x G /oo(^, A), then 
AdAxfcl) < M < 00 for k = 1,2,-•• . 
Suppose that x ^ co(A). Then for sonie number eo > 0 and positive integer 
ko we have \Axk\ > eo for k > ko. Therefore fk{eo) < fk{\^Xk\) < M 
for k > ko which contradicts (3).Hence x € co(A'"). 
Theorem 2.4. The inclusion /oo(A) C co(F, A) holds if and only if 
(5) \imMt) = 0 for t > 0. 
Proof. Suppose that /oo( A) C Co(F, A) but (5) does not hold. Then 
(6) limfk{to) = l^O 
for some o^ > 0. 
Define the sequence x = {xk) by 
Xk = tok for fc = 1,2, • • • . 
Then x ^ CQ{F, A"\zi), by (6).Hence (5) must hold. 
Conversely let x e /oo(A"'), and suppose that (5) holds. Then 
lAxfel < M < oo for /c = 1,2,---. Therefore /fc(|Axfc|) < fk{M) 
for A; = 1,2, • • • and Hm A(| Ax^l) < hm fk{M) = 0 by (5). Hence x E co{F, A) 
k k 
Theorem 2.5./oo(w, A, F) is a Banach space with norm 
II^^IIA^ = sup/fc(|ufcAxfc|) < a, 
fe>0 
where a = fk{l) and / = sup \uk/^Xk\-
k>0 
Proof. Let (x*) be any Cauchy sequence in /oo(^) A, F), where 
x' = (xj:) = (xi, x^, •••)£ loo{u, A, F) 
for each i E N. Let r, XQ > 0 be fixed. Then for each ;:^ > 0, there exists a 
positive integer N such that 
rxo 
(x ' -x^) |U. , < — , for all i,j >N. 
rxo 
Using the definition of norm we get 
fc>0 \ \\X'~X^\A^ 
iy 
Hence we can find r > 0 with A ( ^ ) > a such that 
f \uk{/\4 - Axi\)\ frxo\ 
{ukjAxj - Ax^J) ^ rxo 
\\x'-xm^^ - 2 • 
Thus imphes that 
/ rxo 2 
Since UA, 7^  0 for aU k , we have 
14 - ^4\ < '-
for all i,j > N. Hence (Aa:]^ .) is a Cauchy sequence in R. For each e(0 < e < 1), 
there exists a positive integer N such that |Aa;^ , — Ax^ l^ < e for all i> N. Using 
the continuity of F = (f^) we can find that 
sup A- ( \ukiAxi - lim A 4 ) | ) < a. 
k>N V ^-*~ / 
Thus 
sup fk (|ufc(Axfc - Axfc)!) < a. 
Since (a;*^ *)) G /oo(W) A,F), F = (/fc) is an modulus function (hence continuous). 
It follows that X € /oo(", A, F).Thus loo{u, A, F) is complete .This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2.6. /oo('", A, F,p) is a complete paranormed space with 
Q,,ix) = \sup{M\ukAxk\)f'} <a. 
Proof. Now to show the completeness, suppose that (x*) be a Cauchy sequence 
in lociu, A, F,p). Let r > 0 and XQ be fixed . Then for each ;4;; > 0, there exists 
a positive integer N such that 
Q,,ix'-x^)<—, for all i,j >N 
TXQ 
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Using the definition of paranorni we get 
Pk ^ i / w 
^^ P 1 -/fc 1 ^-Tn±—:iv^ W > < a, for all i,j > 
Thus 
/ , f lukiAxi - Ax^AY' 
It follows that 
|nfe(A4 - Axil I ^ , 
for each A; > 0 for all i j > ^ . For r > 0 with A - ( ^ ) > a, we have 
|ufe(A4-A3:i | \ rxo 
\u,{Ax\ - Axil < 
This implies that 
rxQ e e 
Yrxi) ~ 2' 
Since Uk y^ 0 for all fc we have 
|Axt - Ax{,| < ^ for all iJ > N. 
Hence (Ax).) is a Cauchy sequence in i?, which is complete. For each e (0 < e < 1), 
there exists a positive integer N such that 
lAxj. - Axfcl < e for all i > N. 
Using the continuity of modulus function, we can find that 
sup (fk (\ukiAxi - l^irn A x i | j j \ < a. 
Thus 
N 1/H 
sup( / fc (K(Axl-Axfc | ) )^* i < a . 
^k>N J 
Since (x') € loo{u, A, F,p) and by continuity of modulus function, it fohows that 
x€/oo(w,A,F,p) 
Theorem 2.7 Let 0 < pk < qk < oo ^or each k. Then we have 
Coiu,A,F,p) C co{u,A,F,q) 
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Proof. Let x e CQ{U, A,F,p), that is 
l i i n ( / , ( | u fcAx , | ) r=0 . 
This imphes that 
./fc(lufcAxfcl) < 1 
for sufficiently large k , since modulus function is non decreasing . Hence we get 
lmi(A-(|u,-Aa:,|))"^- < \im{M\u,Ax,\)r = 0, 
k-*oc K-*oo 
i.e. , X G co{u,A,F,q). 
Theorem 2.8 (i)Let 0 < inf pfc < p/c < 1. Then we have 
CQ{U,A,F,P)CCO{U,A,F) 
(h) Let 1 < < Pfc < suppfc < oo. Then we have 
k 
coiu,A,F)Cco(u,A,F,p) 
Proof. Let x G co{u, A,F,p), that is 
lim{fk{\ukAx,\))P^=0. 
«—>oc 
Since 0 < inf pk < P/c < 1, 
lim (MlukAxkl)) < lim (MlukAx^DY'' = 0. 
K—>00 fc—>00 
Hence x e Co{u,A,F). 
(h) Let pk > 1 for each k and suppk < oo. Suppose that x G co{u,A,F), 
k 
then for each e(0 < e < 1) there exists a positive integer N such that 
{fk{\ukAxk\)) < e 
for all k > N. Since 1 << Pfc < suppk < cx), we have 
k 
lim{M\u,Axk\)y' < lim{fk{\ukAxk\)) < e < 1. 
fc—>oo /c—>oo 
Therefore x G co{u,A, F,p). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. Contents of this chapter have been accepted in Southeast Asian 
Bulletin of Mathematics (CHINA). 
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CHAPTER IV 
SOME SEQUENCE SPACES OF SECOND ORDER DIFFERENCE 
1. Introduction 
Let U be the set of all sequences u such that Ut 7^  0 (^ ' = 1, 2, • • • , ) . Given u eU, 
Mursaleen [46] defined the set 
E{u;A') = {U-KE){A') := (X € to : {u.Ahk)^^, G E}. 
Z.U.Ahmad, Mursaleen [2] had generalized the results of [46] as 
E{p;u;A'') = {u-KE{p))iA') ~ {x e w : {ukAhk)^^, € Eip)}. 
as a special case for p„ = a, constant sequence.The present chapter proposed 
there a — and /?— duals and some matrix maps studied by [16]. 
Let us define the operator 
S •.E{p]u;A^) -^ E{p\u\A^) 
byx —> Sx = (0,0,X3,x'4 • • • .). It is clear that S is a bounded hnear operator 
on E{p;u; A'^) with \\S\\ = LPurther 
SE{p; u; A^) := {x = {xk) : x € E{p; u; A^), xi = X2 = 0} 
:= E{p; u; A^) C] {x = (xk) • Xi = 2:2 = 0}. 
Throughout we write 
Arx = (rAxfc)r=i 
Remark 1.1 
[SEip;u;A')]^ = {Eip;u;A')]^ 
forf = a, p. 
1,2 Kothe-Toeplitz Duals 
In this section, Mursaleen [2] determined the a— and / ? - duals 
of loa{p;u\A'^). Now put 
- 1 
M,(p;u,yV) = (^A-'iNp/\u\)y *h 
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for N ^Q, 
and 
eu;:5;;;kij]X^T4 <oo 
( oo i t - l j-1 1 
a e u; : ^ iofcl 5]] X^ 7-7 < o o l , 
k=\ j=\ i=i '"'' j 
M,,{p;u) = Ma,Q{p\u)nC{p]u) 
2. Main Results 
Theorem 2.1 
Let ueU. Then {Sloo{p;^t,^'^))'' = Ma,oo{p\u). 
Proof. In the view of remark 1.1, it suffices to 
show(5/oo(p;w,A'^)f = M«,oo(p;«). 
First we assume a e Ma,oo(.P', u). Let x G {Sloo{p]U,A'^))°'. Then there is an 
integer N > I such that lii/jA^Xfej^ '' < N for all k .Therefore 
\Uk\ 
for all A;. 
Since Xi = X2 = 0, it follows thatxfc = YlT=i l"fcl Y.j=i !Ei=i A^Xj, and 
so 
00 00 k—lj — l 00 k—lj — lj,j — 
Y^ \ak x,\<Y^ \a,\ Y^ Yl l^ '^ l^ ^ Y I'^ -^l J2Jll~J < °^ -
fc=l fc=l j = l i = l fc=l j = l i = l ' *' 
thus we have shown Ma,oo{p', u) C (5/oo(p;'", A^))". 
Conversely, we assume a ^ Ma,oo(p;'w).Then there is an integer A^o > 1 such 
that J 
°° / J - I J - l lypT 
0 0 . 
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We put Xk = E ,=i E i l i ^ - Tlieu I't^ ^A'^ Xfel''^  = A^o for all A,- > 3 and 
xi = X2 = 0, that is, x G {Sloo{p;u, A^))" and 
oo CO k-l j - \ ^j;-
A:=l k=l j~l i = l ' *' 
hence a i SU{p;u,A'^))''. This shows (5ioo(p;«, A^))" C Ma,oo(p;u). This 
terminates the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2.2 To prove Mafl{p;u) C {co{p;u,A'^f and 
cc(c(p;tx,A'^r 
Proof First we assmne a e Mafi{p\u). Then 
- 1 
Let X G CO(P;M, A^). Then we may assume sup;t \ukA'^Xk\^'' < jj- for all A;. 
For otherwise there is an integer /CQ such that supk>ko I'^ f^cA'^ x^ j'''' < -^, and 
putting 
M = maxi<fc<fcJufcA2xfc|P*, m = mini<fc<fco, L = (M + l)No 
and y — L'^x, we obtain [ukA'^yk]^'' < -^ for all k, and so, by (2.1) 
oo oo oo o o f c - l j - l 
Y^ \ak x,,\ = L^'Yl 1^ -^ y^^ ^ ^" XI l^ '^ -l X l^ -^-i H X^ l^ 'fcA^ yil 
fc=l k=\ k=l fc=l j = l 1=1 
k-l j-l ^ 7 7 
/ c = l j = l t = l I ' I 
that is, a e (co(p;u, A^))". Now,we assume a G Ma{p;u). Let x G c(p;'a,A^). 
Then there is complex number I such thatuA^x — /e G co(p) . we put y — x — 
lA'^le/u). TheuuA'^y = uA^x-Ze, hence t/G co(p;ti,A^), andA^x = A'^y + 
l^. Thus 
u 
oo oo oo fc—1 i —1 ^ 
5^ |a, ,r,-| < J ] |a, y,| = |/| J ] |a,|| J ^ J^ " I < oo, 
fc=: fc=i fc=i i = i i=i ' 
by the first of the proof and the definition of the set M„(p; u). 
Theorem2.3 Prove that the sets(co(p;M, A^))", (c(p;u,A2))" 
and (/oo(p;w, A^))" are distinct. 
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Proof Smce(co(p;w,A'^))" c (/oo(p; w, A^))" . We have by theorem 2.1 and the-
orem 3.3 
(/oo(p;w, A^))" c Mc,oo{p\u) C M«,o(p) C (co(p;ii,A2))". 
Since a; = A~'^{e/u) e c{p;u,A^), we conclude, for u^ . > 0, 
{c{p;u,/\')r C C{p;u) C M,,o(p;u) C (co(p;'u, A^))". 
Fm'thermore, for p ^ loo, we have 
/ O C ( P ; « , A 2 ) D C ( P ; U , A 2 ) , 
and so by the theorem 2.1 and 2.3 
(/oo(p;w, A 2 ) ) « = M,,oo(p;u) C Ma,o(p) nC(p;u) C (c(p;u, A^))". 
Choosing the sequence p, u and a as p^ = \/{k + \), u = e,ak = l/k^, we observe 
that a e Ma,o{p; e) \ Ma,oo{p; e) and a G MQ,O(P; e) \ C(j9; e), since A^ '"*"^  > 1 for 
alH > 1 A^  > 1. Thus 
c c 
Mp;e 7^ Mafi{p\t) and C{p\e) ^ M„,o(p;e). 
Finally, choosing the seciuence p and e as above and a^  = 1/A;^  for all /c, we obtain 
fc=l j = l i = l /c=l i = l i = l fe=l fe=l 
and 
OO k-\ j - l OO .;- . OO / Q / t \ 2 . oo 
EwEE^'-'^sE^ = iE y SiEi = -
fc=l i = l i=\ A:=4 A;=4 ^ "^  /c=l 
hence a G (C(p; e) n Ma,o(p; e)) \ A4,oo(p; e). 
Now, we put 
M^^^(p;u,iV) = ( A - 2 ( ^ ) - U c s 
r(2) 
{a G «; : Er=i «^ - E •:; E C ; # converges} for TV ^ 0, 
M^'^(p; u, A^ ) = {a e «; : i? G (TVP |t/|)-i * h) 
-{«^-E£,itiA'-<oc}, r,;ix^?€^^K 
\? 
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where 7;^  = E ^ ^ + j <^k and R^ = E ^ A - + I 7fe for all k and 
Mp,^{p- u) = nyveyv-{i}(<i(P; u, N) H Mf\p- u, N)). 
Theorem 2.4. Let A^  be an integer and a G M^p^\p\u,N). Then 
oo 
7771 = y dj converges for each m; (3.2) 777 
j = 77t+l 
'^"^  Y. ll T~r -^ ^^"^ -^ ~); (2-^) 
j=i i=i ' ' ' 
2^7fc2^-i—j- converges; (3.4) 
fc=i j = i '^•Ji 
oo 
Rm = V 7j conveges for each m; (3.5) 
i ^ 2 ^ - p - p - ) • 0(m ^ oo). (3.6) 
Proof. To show (3.2), we put 
Then 6 G cs, a = 6^, j / ^ > i/k+i > 0 for /c > 3, hence c = Lima,„ ->• oot/fc exist. So 
fc=3 
that is, y e bv. Since bv = (cs)^. By Theorem 7.3.5(v) in Wilansky [61]. We 
conclude a ^ cs. 
The statement in (3.3) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1 in [13]. 
To show (3.4) we apply Abel's summation by parts 
h = a , j : E ^ and y, = (E E ^ T ' for k > 3. 
j=i1=1 j = i 1 = 1 
k=\ j=l ' • '^ fc=l j=l i=l ' *' fc=l J = l ' • 
(^)/ and the conclusion follows from (3.3) and the fact that a G M^ '{p : n, N)bv 
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To show (3.5), we put 
i . = 7 . E ^ and y, = {f:^riorK>2. 
Then an argument similar to tliat used in the proof of (3.2) yields (3.5), 
The statement in (3.6) is an innnediate consequence of Corollary 1 in [41]. 
This proves the lennna. 
Theorem 2.5. Let u e U. Then (loo(p; w.A^))^ = Mp,oc{p)-
First we assume a € Mfj,ooip)- Let a; G Slooi'p '• u.A^). Then we can choose an 
integer N > I such that 
lA^xJ < — — Tor all A;. (3.7) 
ml 
Since zj = X2 = 0, Abel's summation by parts yields 
ni m-2 771—2 771—1 
J2 akXk = Yl ^k^^^k - Rm-i Y, ^^^^ + ^ 5^ ^ '^^ ^ (3.8) 
A:=l k=l k=l k=l 
for all m. As (3.7) holds and consequently |Axj| < Yl l-^^^jl ^ 12 \i\^' 
j = i j = i "* 
and since a e M^^ {p : u.N). The second and third terms on the right hand side 
of (3.8) converge to zero as m —^  oo. By Lemma (3.1), (3.3) and (3.6). Further, 
CO 
\Rk^t\ < \Rk/uk\N'^T' for all k and ^ \Rkluk\N^'p' < oo. Since a G Mf\p : 
fc=i 
CX) 
u.A''). Hence ^ RkA'^Xk converges and 
fc=i 
oo oo 
^ a ^ x , ^^ /J^A^Xfc . (3.9) 
A-=i k=i 
Thus we have shown Mp^^oip • u) C (Slooip '• w.A^))^. 
oo 
Conversely, we assume a G {Slca{p : w.A^))^. Then ^ afc.Tfc is convergent for 
fc=i 
all X G Slooip • u.A'^). Now since 
' - - 1 :'•-'• y y l / p , 
^ = i^k) ^ ( E E T- r ) " = ^ ^ ^ -^(P • "•'^'^ ^^' all iv^  - {!}. 
j=i .=1 l^'l 
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it follows that a e MJI\p ; u,N). for each N e N - {1}. by 3.1, (3.2) and 
(3.5). the sequence 7 = {%n)m=i and R = {Rni)'^,^i are defined. Again, we 
conclude from 3.1, (3.3) and (3.6). that the second and third terms on the right 
of (3.8)converge to zero, a,s rn -^ 00. ThusX^^ (^/?A.•/M •^)2/fc '^^ convergent for all 
y = u/\h: e /oo(p). This means R/u e (/oo(p))^ = ^N&N\[i}((^'^''y' * ^0 ^y 
([29], Theorem 2), that is a E M^2)(p;ti, A )^for all integers N > 1. Thus we have 
shown {Sloo{p;u,A'^))^ C M(j^oo{p;u). 
3. Matrix Transformations 
In this section we characterize the matrix classes 
{F,E{p;u,A'')) and {E{p;u,A''),F). 
Theorem 3.1. Let E and F be any linear subspaces of w. Then A € 
{E,F{p;u,A'^)) if and only if 
(i) Sfc \^nk\ < CO, for each n; 
(h) C 6 {E,F{p)), where C = (cnk) = ((Aa„fc - Aan-i.k)Uk). 
Proof. Proof is obvious, (see e.g.. Gross - Erdmann [17]). 
Theorem 3.2. Let E hv. any linear subspaces of w. Then A G (/oo(p : u,A'^)) if 
and only if 
(i) A{e) e E-
(ii) A{{j ~ i)';z[) e E-
(iii) Er=i°n .E, : iE^;> 
i"i 
( iv) i?W 1 G {locip),E), w h e r e i?,,^. = Em=A;+l 7mn-7r7m = E i ^ m + l " ' » ^O '^ ^^ '^ ^ 
n,m and Ru-'= C-^)^k=v 
Proof. Necessity We assume 
AeiUp:u,A^),E). 
First 
e,{j-l)f^,eloo{p:u,A'). 
Proof is obvious, (see e.g.. Gross - Erdmann [17]). 
together imply conditions (i) and (ii). Furthermore, An G {l-ooi'P '• u,A'^)y^ for 
each n, and so condition (iii) holds and ~ G (loo(p))^ by Theorem 2.5. Let 
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X ^  loo{p '• u, A'^). Applying Abel's summation by parts, we obtain 
rn m-1 
+Xi Y^ (Ink ~ AXi ^ 7„A; 
k=l fc=l 
for all ni and n. 
(Note that, tis in tlie converse part of tiie proof of Theorem 3.5, 
^ € (^ oo(p : u, A'^))^ for each n, imply that the sequences F,,, = (7nm)m=i 
and Rn — {Rnm)m=i ''^^'^ defined for each n.) 
We fix n. By 3.1,. (3.3) and. (3.6), 
JU—2 in—I 
Rn.vi-\ ^ A^x/c,7„,„ ^ Axfc -> 0(m -> oo). 
fc=l A ; = l 
Since Yl'kLi '^nk converges for each n, we have, by Abel's sunnnation by parts 
Til—I ni—i j — l 
^ l7ik = 5 ^ anj ^  1 + (m - l)7„,„,_i 
A-=l j = 2 fc=l 
m—1 
= XI ""J^ -^  - 1) + (m - l)7„,,„_i. 
i=2 
for all rn. Now 
m - l 
l"n 53a„ , ( j - l )~ , = yl„((j-l))-„ 
771-4 o o 
i=2 
and 
m - l | t t i | 1 ,^ ^ ^ m - 2 v ^ j - 1 AfPt |(m - l)7n.,„-i| < ^ ^ | 7 n , „ . - i Zjir E i i ^ 1 -^ 0(m - . ex.), 
A^Pi 
by 3.1, (3.3). Therefore, by theorem (3.1), conditions (i) and (ii) and the linearity 
of the space E, 
R 
= R{A'x) = A{x) - XiA{e) + AX^AHJ - 1)~ J G E, 
U(UA-^.T) 
for all x e looi'P • u,A''), that i s , ^ e E for ail y = uA'^ x e /oo(p)- This shows 
that condition (iv) also holds. 
Sufficiency Now, we assume that the conditions (i) - (iv) hold. From 
condition (iv), we ob ta in^ = (^)fcLi ^ {loo{.p)Y ^ r each n, that is. 
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Yl'kLi \-^\B''^ < oo, for all integers N > 1 and for each n. 
Uk 
By ([29], Theorem 2) together with condition (iii), we obtain imply 
An £ {loo{p • w,A^))'^ for each n, by Theorem 3.5. As in the necessity 
part of the for all y = uA'^x G looi'p), that is, for all x e loo{p;u,A'^). Thus, we 
have shown A e (^ oo(p; u, A'^), E). 
Combining Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. Lot E be any linear subspace of w and p E l^. Then A G 
(/oo(p; u, A''^ ), E{;p; u, A'^)) if and only if 
(i) A{c)eE{p;t,.,A-'y, 
(ii) A{{:i~l)f_,)eE{p-u,A''); 
(iii) condition (iii) of Theorem 4.2; 
(iv) Ru-^ 6 {l^(p),E{p;u,A'^)), where 
oo oo 
•^hik ^^ / ^ 'Jnrn-l^nm ^^ / ^ O'ni, 
in=lc+\ i=rn+l 
for all n,rn and Ru'^ = (^^)°°,. ,. 
' ^ 11); / K . A ^ l 
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CHAPTER - V 
SOME SEQUENCE SPACES GENERATED BY INFINITE 
MATRICES 
1. Introduction. 
Let F be a sequence of moduli and suppose that A = (amk) be a non negative 
regular matrix . Ayhan Esi [10] define 
Wo [A,p, F] = {x e lu : limy^a„ik\fk\xk+7i\Y'' = 0 uniformly in n}, 
W [A,p,F] = {x e w : limy^ a,nk[fk\'J^k+n-L\Y'' = 0 forsome L uniformly in n], 
k 
Woo[A,p, F] = {xe W : SUp^] (^mk[fk\Xk+n\T'' < OO}. 
For sequence of moduli F = (/t) Ayhan Esi [10] give following conditions: 
{Ci) sup fk{t) < OO for all t > o; 
k 
(C2)limffc{t) = 0 uniformly in k>l. 
J->0 
Note that in case fk = f (l^ > 1), where / is a modulus , the conditions (Ci) 
and (C2) are automatically fulfilled. 
When fk = f ajid Pk = p for all A;, Ayhan Esi [10] denote these sequence 
spaces by wo[A,F] , w[A,F] and Wco[A,F]. If x e w[A,F] then x- is strongly 
almost A— summable to L with respect to the modulus / . 
When A — {a,nk) — {C-, 1) Cesaro matrix fk = / and Pk = p for all k this 
gives generalization of the sequence [Fo{f)], [F{f)] and [F^{f)] which were 
defined by Pehlivan [52]. If x' G [F{f)], then x is strongly almost convergent to 
L with respect to the modulus / . 
If [c] denotes the set of all strongly convergent sequences, Maddox [34], 
m 
[c] = {x- : lim ^ Yl I'-^i^+n -1-1 = 0, uniformly m n}. 
" ' k=i 
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Note that if /I = (C, 1) Cesaro matrix p^ = 1 and fk-ix) = x for all k, then 
w[A,p,F] ~ [c]. Also in this case Woo[A,p,F] — l^. 
2.Main Results. 
Theorem 2.1. wo[A,p, F], w[A,p, F] and Woo[A,p, F] are linear spaces over 
the complex field C. 
Proof. Consider only w[A,p,F]. Others can be treated similarly . If / / = 
supp^ and K = max(l,2^^-i) by Maddox [36](p.346). 
k 
(1) |afe + 6fcr <X( |a fc r + l6fer). 
Suppose that x —> Li{w[A,p,F]) and y —> L2{w[A,p,F]). For A,/j. e C, 
there exists M\ and A'^ ,, integers such that |A| < Mx and |//,| < A^ ,, . For (1) we 
write 
A„,,„[F(Ax + fiy- (XL, + nL2)e)] < K{Mx)"Am,n{F{x - Lie)) 
(2) +i^(A^)^A„,„(F(y-L2e)). 
where 
IPfc 
a n d e = ( 1 , 1 , 1 , • • • ) . 
If follows from (2) Ax + /iy - (ALi + iiL2{'w\A,p, F]) and completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.2. Let A = {amk) be a non negative regular matrix and F be a 
sequence of moduli. If (Ci) holds then , 
w\A,p,F] CwJ^A,p,F]. 
Proof. It is direct consequence of property (1). 
Theorem 2.3. WQ[A,P,F] and w^[A,,p,F] are complete linear topological 
spaces paranormed by g defined by 
g{x) = S\l\-i^ar,ik[fk{\Xk+n\)Y 
k 
where M = max(l, H = suppt). 
k 
Proof. From Theorem 2.2 for each x 6 t/;[A,p, F] g{x) exists. Clearly 
^(0) = 0 , g{x) = g{-x) and by Minkowsky's inequahty g{x + y) < g{x) + g{y) 
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. Now show that the scalar multiplication is continuous, when A -> 0 , .r —>• 0 
fixed g{Xx) —> 0. Now show that A —^  0 , x' fixed imply (/(Ax) -> 0. 
Let X G w[A,p, F], then rn —> oo, 
bm,n = Y^o-mklfkihk+n - MW -> 0, Uniformly in n 
k 
For |A| < 1 wo have 
Y^ arnk[fk{\\x,^n])r- I - | ^ a,nk[fk{\Xx,^n " AL + XL\)\' 
< < 5^a„.,[A(|Ax,+„ - AL)|) + A(|(AL)|)r 
By Minkowski's inequality 
f -.l/M^ >, 1/M 
< 0^a„,,[/,(|(Ax,^.„ - XL)\)r \ + \Y.a„4M\{XL)\)Y 
Kk>n J {k<n 
+ \Yl^^.Afk{\{XL)\)r \ . 
Let f > 0 and choose A^  such that for each n, m and k > N implies 6ni,„ < e/2. 
For each A'^  , t)y continuity of Jk for all A;, as A -> 0, 
r \ i/M / >. i/A/ 
5 ] a„,,[A(|A(x,+„ - L)\)r \ + j X;^-^-[/^ -(l^ l^)]''' \ ^ 0-
Then choose 5 < 1 such that |A| < 5 implies 
X ; a„..[A.(|A(.x,+„ - L)|)]^^- [ + ^a,„,[/fc(!AL|)]^'= i < 6/2. 
k<N J I A: J 
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Hence we ha,ve 
5^a„,[/,(|Aa;,+„l)]P'=i < e 
and g{X,x) -> 0 (A -> 0). Thus w[A,p,F] is a paranormed linear topological 
space by g. 
Now show Lhat w[A,p, F\ is coinpleU; with respoe:t to its para^uorni topologies. 
Let (x') be a Cauchy sequence in •w[A,p,F] . Then , we write 
(3.1) G{x'- x^)-^ 0 as i,j-^oo. 
Hence for each hxed n and A;,as z,j -> oo, we have 
By continuity of fk for all k 
,lim \h{\{xl^,, - 4^J\)r = [A .lim (|(xU„ - xi^nM" = 0 
Since /y^  is modulus for all k, 
.l.ini |(4+„-^fc+u)l = 0 
and for each fixed n and fc i'•i'l_^_n), be a Cauchy sequence in C. Since C is 
a complete , as li ^  oo(.?:j,_„) —> (xk+n) say. Now from (3.1), we have for each 
e > 0, there exists a natural number T such that 
(3.2) lj2a,.,[h{\{xl^,,-xi^M''} <^ 
for all m,n and 'i,.y > T. Since for any fixed natural number A'', we have 
from (3.2) 
1 '^"' 
I ASA' J 
for all rn,n and z,; < T. By taking j -> oo in the above expresssion we 
obtain 
l/M 
\Pk < 6 
^k<N 
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for all m, n and i > T. Since A'" is arbitrary , by taking A^  -> oo we obtain 
l /A/ 
Pd < f X ] " ' " f c l A ( l ( - 4 + n - ^ f c + n ) | ) ] 
for all m, n and z > T that is 
g{x'' — 3;) —> as z —>• 00 
thus 
x' — xasi —>• CO. 
Also for each -i, there exists L' with 
(3.4) J2 «"'4A-(l(4+„ - L')\)r -^ 0 (m -> CO) 
• k 
uniformly in n. From regularity of A and (3.4), we have [/A-(|-^' - L^)] —> 0 as 
i,j —>• 00. for all A; and (L') is a cauchy sequence in C , so (L') conv(^rgws to L 
say. 
Consec}uently we get 
Y.an4fki\ixk-,n - L%r -> 0 (m --> 00) 
uniformly in n. So that 2; = (z .^) G w;[/l,p, F] and the space is complet e. 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that A be a nonnegative regular matrix and and 
F = ifk) be sequence of moduli, then ; 
(z)/oo C Woo[A,p,F] 
{ii)IfF = (fk) is unijorrnhj bounded on [0, cx)), Woo[A,'p, F] = w. 
{iii)IfO < pk < Qk and Qk/Pk is bounded, w[A, q, F] C iu[A,p, F]. 
Proof, (i) and (ii) are trivial. 
(hi) If we take lUk^n = [./Ul^ l-+« ~ •^ 1)]^ '' foi" ^^ ^ ^ ^^^^^^  ^^ > •^^ '^^ 'i using the same 
technique of Theorem 2.2 of Nauda [51] it is easy to prove (iii). 
Theorem 2.5. Let F = (fk) is uniformly bounded on [O,oo),and A be a 
nonnegative regular matrix. When x e WociA.p^F] 
y^ ttkXk IS convergent iff {(ik) € 0. 
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Proof. Th<! suflicioncy is caay . For necessity that {(H-) ^ 0. Hence tlien^ 
is a strictly increasing {k{7n)) of positive integers k{m) such that \ak(,n}\ > 0, 
m= 1,2,3---
We define the sequence y by 
yk = ~ ,k = k{m) 
(Ik 
0,A; ^ A;(7n). 
Since F = (//,) is uniformly bounded on [0, oo) then 
Y^<hnk[Ik{\yk+n Y'' < OO 
hence y e Woo[A,p,F] but Yl^kVk = Yl^ — °°- This is a contradiction tc 
k m 
^Cfet/fc convergent. This completes the proof. 
Corollary. Let F = (fk) is uniformly bounded on [0,oo). Then , 
{w^[A,p,Ff = ^. 
Where 
w [A,p] = <x e w : lim V^a,„fc(|xfc+,i - L\Y'' = O,for some L, uniformly in n > 
Proof. Using the same tecnique of Theorem 2.4 of Maddox [35] it is easy to 
prove the above Theorem. 
Theorem 2.6. Let A be a nonnegative regular matrix and and F = {fk) be 
sequence of moduli. If 
0 = \hn{fk{t)/t) > 0 for all k, then 
w[A,p] = w[A,p,F\. 
Proof. In view of theorem 2.6, it was shown that w[A,p] C w[A,p,F]. We 
must show that w[A,p,F] C w[A,p]. For any modulus function, the existence 
of positive limit given with /? was given in Maddox [37]. Now /3 > 0 and let 
X € w[A,p,F]. Since P > 0, for every i > 0 we write /fc(t) > p.t for all A;. 
From this inequality, it is easy to see that x € w[A,p]. This completes the proof. 
Let F = (fk) and G = [gk) be sequences of moduli. The next theorem shows 
the relation between •w[A,p,F] and w[A,p,G] for sequences of moduh F and G. 
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Theorem 2.7. Suppose tbxt F = (//,.) and G = {(jk) be sequences of moduli 
and Qk > fk for all k , then, 
Hm # ^ < oo, 
implies u;[^,p, G] C w\A,p,F]. 
Proof. It is trivial. 
3.Regularly varying modulus function. 
A positive,finite and nieasureable fiuiction/,defined on [0,oo) for somea > 0,is 
said to be regulary varying at infinity (see[5]) if the limit 
is positive, and finite for each u > 0. The function/i(u) is called index function 
of regularly varying function /.It is known ([5], Theorem(1.4.1)) that the index 
function of a regularly varying funtion / is necessarily in the form 
/.i(u) = u'' 
for some p E R and for (>ach a > 0. Here the number p is called ind(!x of / . Thus 
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/ wu'ios n^giihuly willi \iu\cx p ;i.t, infinity if for (!;u;h u. > (), 
t^oo f{t) 
A positive, finite and measurable function / , defined on (0, b] for some 6 > 0, 
is said to be regularly varying of index a e R a.t the oring if 
t-o+ f{t) 
for each u > 0. This is equivalent to saying that the function / (}) varies regularly 
with index — o" at infinity. 
Regularly varing function of index p = 0(cr := 0) is said to slowly varing at 
infinity ( at the origin.) 
In this section we describe the F- seminormability of A(/) assuming that 
A is an F - seminornied solid squence space and the modulus function / is 
regularly varing at infinity and at the origin. 
In the following Enno Kolk gives some examples of regularly and slowly varying 
modulas functions. 
Example 1, Every bomided modulas / is slowly varying at infinity by 
f{ut) supt>ofiut) 
hm „, , = - r r - = i. 
<^oo f{t) SUpiyof{t) 
Example 2. The unbounded modulas f{t) = '^^ (O < p < 1) is a regularly 
varying function of index p because of f{ut)/f{t) = u^. 
Example 3. The unbounded modulus f{t) = ln{l -h t) is slowly varying at 
infinity by lim /n(l + ut)/ln{l + t) = 1 and regularly varying of index 1 at the 
origin by lim/n(l + ut)/ln{\ + i) = u. 
Example 4. The unbounded modulus f{t) = t/ln{t + e^), considered by 
Maddox (see(36), p. 164), varies regularly with index 1 at infinity at the origin. 
Theorem 3.1.let / be a modulus and let g be an absolutely monotone F -
seminorm on a solid sequence space A.The functional gj is an absolutely 
monotone F- seniiuorm on A(/) if / satisfies one of following two equivalent 
conditions : 
(M5) There exists a function u with f{ut) < i'{u)f{t) (0 < u < 1, i > 0) and 
lim viu) = 0;= 
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lim suptM)^ = 0. 
Theorem 3.2 Let g be an absolutly monotone F-seminorm on a solid 
sequence space A. If a modulus / varies regularly with index p at infinity and 
with index a at the origin, then the functional gj is an absolutly monotone 
F-seminorm on A(F) whenever rnin{p,a} > 0. If / is slowly variying infinity or 
at the origin, then the conditions Mb and MQ are not satisfied, 
Proof. Let / be a modulus which varies regularly with index p > 0 at 
infinity and with index a > 0 at the origin. It is known ([5], Th(M)rem 1.5.2) that 
the equahties (1) and (2) hold uniformly in u on each interval (0,6] with 6 > 0. 
Thus an arbitrary nvnnber e > 0 we can find a number i^ > 0 aiid a natural 
number t2 > ti such that 
lM<u'^+'^ {(}<t<t,), iM<u''+'~ {t,<t<znfty) 
for all u E (0,1]. U t e [ti,t2], then by monotonicity and subadditivity of / we 
have 
Since u"^, 'u^ and /(?/) tend to zero a,s u -> 0+, there exist "^ > 0 such that 
for 0 < a < 5. Conseciucntly, we get 
^•"l^«>o47^ < e (0 < M < (J), 
which shows that the condition (M6), and hence the equivalent condition 
(M5), of Theorem 1 hold. 
If the modulus / varies slowly at infinity or at the origin, then 
lim ^-^ = 1 or lim '-j-^ = I. 
, _ ^ /( t) t^o+ /(f) 
Since for 0 < u < 1 we have f{ut) 0 < ——- < 1 
then clearly 
Thus (M6), and hence (M5), are not satisfied in this case. 
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CHAPTER - VI 
ON A SEQUENCE SPACES RELATED TO l^ SPACES 
1.Preliminaries and Introduction 
Lot C (lenot(^ f.h(> Hpa.co whose eloments arc finite s(>ts of (listinet i)ositJve 
integers. Given any element a of C, we denote by c{a) the sequence {c„(a)} 
which is such that Cni^) = 1 if n e a, Cn{a) = 0 otherwise. Further 
C, = L eC-.f^c^KsUcf[43]), 
the set of thos(^ a whose sujiport ha.s caniinality at most .s, and 
^ ) < 0 {k=l,2,...)\, $ = / ( / ) = {r/,„} e £^ ' : 01 > 0, A0fc > 0 and A 
where /Icpn = 4>n. - (l^n-i', aiif^ l ^^ is tlie set of all real sequences. 
For 0 G <3[>, Sargent, W.L.C [55] define the following sequence space, 
7n{(l)) = Ix = {Xn} € f : sup sup — V " 1 x„ | 
[ ^>l a^C, \<Ps f ^ J 
< oo 
Recently the space 'm{(p) was extended to •m{(f),p) by Tripathy and Sen [60] 
as follows : 
rn{(j),p) := < .X = {x„} G f : sup sup — \ ^ | x„ |''< c 
[ ^>i rec. <Ps ; ^ 
It is easy to see that : 
Remark 1. The space m{<p,p) is a Banach space with the norm 
6>1 aGC» \ ^ s „ g ^ 
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Remark 2. As in [55] we ha,vc 
(i) If 0„, = 1 for all riEN then m(0,p) = Ip. Moreover 
(ii) If p = 1, then m(4),p) = m{(p). Also 
m{(p) C m(0,p). 
(iii) m{(j),p) C rn{tp,p) if and only if sup,,>i 
^. 
< oo. 
In this chapter Vakeel A. Khan [21] defined the following sequence spaces 
/oo(/) := Ix = (x,) e f : sup/(|.x-fc|) < oo j . 
, ( / ) : = a: = ( . x , ) e ^ " : 5 3 / ( l . T . n < o o 
fc=:l 
77i(/, cp,p) ;= \ X - (x,) e i' : sup sup -^ V / (|a:,|") < ex. i . 
For /(x) = X, the space m{J,(f),p) is reduced to m(0,p)(see[6O]). 
In this chapter we study some inclusion relations for this space. 
2. Main Results. 
Theorem 2.1. The sequence space m{f,(p,p) is a linear si)ace over €. 
Proof. Case 0 < p < 1 : Let x,y G rn{f,4>,p). For A,/7, G (C, 
\X\P < max(l,|A|) and |/i|P < max(l,|//|) (0 < p < 1). By the definition 
of modulus of f we have 
sup sup — y / (jAxfc + pvk]'') < sup sup — V / (|Axfc|P)+sup sup — J ] ] fUl^Vkf 
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< |Ar sup sup i - Y^ f{\x,n + 1/^rsup sup 1 T f{\y,n 
< inax(l, |A|)sup sup — V / d x ^ - H + inax(l, |/i|)sup sup — J^ fHijkH 
s > l aeCs <?'s , 5>1 cr(^Cs 0.s , 
SO that A2'A: + fiyk G m{f,(p,p). Tliis proves that m{f,(p,p) is a hnear space over 
C, since obviously it is non eni{)ty. 
Case 1 0 < p < +CX3 : It is easy to see that V A > 0 , :r > 0 
fiXx)<{X + l)f{x) 
and 
V x,yeR, \x + y\<2P{\x\^ + \y\n, 
so that y s> 1, a e Cs, 
Y. /(|A:/;,+l^y,\n < E /(2nAx,r + nm?') 
<E(/(2 |^A^-,n+/(2 |^^ ?y,n 
< (2nAr + 1) $ ^ ( / ( | x , r ) + (2'' |^r + 1) Y.if{\y,\n. 
This shows that if a:,y £ m(/ , 0,p) =^ \x-\- py ^ m{f, (p,p). 
Theorem 2.2. •m(/,0,p) C m(/,i/;,p) if and only if s u p ( | ^ ) < o o . 
Proof. Let x e m{f,(p,p). Then 
sup sup—y^/(kfcr) < oo. 
Suppose tha.t sup ( ^ ) < oo. Then (ps < K'tps f<ii' sonu^ positive nunib(n- K 
and for each s, so 7- < -f for each s. Therefore we have 
Now taking supreinuni on both the sides we get 
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Therefore we have 
sup SUp-y- V/(|.7;;, |P) < 0 0 . 
Hence x' G Tn{f,ilj,p). 
Conversely, let m{f,(l),p) C T?i(/,0,p)an(l suppose that sup (f) = oo. 
Then there exists a uicreasuig seciueuc^ e [si] of naturals number such 
that lini ^ : ^ j ^^  oo. Now for every B G 7?"^ , the set of positive real numbers, 
there exists o^ G N such that ^ > B for all si > IQ. Hence -jj- > ^ and so that 
for all Si > iQ. Now taking supremiun over s; > ZQ and a G C^  we get 
(2.2.1) sup sup - ^ E^'(l^^'^-I') > ^ '^ ^P '^P T - E^'(l^'^^l')-
Since (2.2.1) holds for all B e R'^ (we may take B sufficiently large ) we have 
1 v ^ 
sup sup —- V f{\xk\^) = oo 
when X G rn(f, ih,p) with 
0 < sup sup -.-2lf{\3'kfl < oo. 
Therefore x ^ ni{f,i',p). This contradict to m(/ , 0,p) C •in{f,'ip,p). Hence 
sup ( I ) < oo. 
From the above theorem we get the following result. 
Corollary 2.3. Let f be a modulus function. Then m{f,(p,p) = rn{f,}p,p) 
if and only if 
sup (r)^-) < oo and sup (77s )^ < 00 
S>1 S>1 
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where T?., = [ —• ) fcn^ all s e N 
Theorem 2.4. Let / , / i , / 2 be modulus function. Then 
(i) rn{fi,(f),p) C 'm( /0 /1 ,0 ,p ) , 
in)m{fi,(P,p)nm{f2,(p,p) = m{fi + hA.v)-
Proof . (i) Let x e m{j\,(j),'p). Then 
sup sup — 2 J /i(kfcl^) < oo-
.•.•>! o€C» 0.S 
A-GfT 
Let 0 < e < 1 and ^ with 0 < (5 < 1 such that / ( i ) < e i) < t < 8. Put 
U- = /i(|ii '^fc|'') and for any a G C, consider 
tea 1 2 
where the first supremum is over tk < 5 and second is over tk > S . Since / is 
continuous we have 
(2.4.2) Y^fitk) < max(!,€)(/), 
and for i^ . > 6 we use the fact that 
By the definition of f we have for i^  > 6, 
f{h) < / ( I ) 1 + < 2/(1) 
(2.4.3) y " f{tk) < max ( 1 , - 4 - ^ I sup sup - I   — y"^ ;e -
By (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) we have mifi,(p,p) C m{f o f^,(f),p). 
(h) The proof follows from the following inequality 
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sup sup - J ^ ( / , + f2)i\xk\n < sup sup - i V /i(|.7;,|'') 
+ SUp s u p — y ^ / 2 ( | i - f c r ) < OO-
Corollary 2.5 Let / be modulus function. Then 
(i) in{il>,i)) C vi{j\(j),p) 
Proof, (i) If /i(t) = t in Theorem 2.4(i), then the results follows easily. 
Corollary 2.6 Let / be modulus function. Then m(0,p) C rn{f,ip,p) if 
and only if sup ( |^ j < oo. 
Proof. Proof follows from Theorem 2.2. and Corollary 2.6(i). 
Theorem 2.7. /„(/) C m(/,0,?;) C /^( / ) . 
Proof. Let x G /;,(/). Then we have 
oo 
Since (0,0 is monotouic increasing, so we have 
fcea fcgu 
'' k=l 
Hence 
sup sup —V/d-x-fcT) < oo. 
s>i (Tec, <P.s ^ 
Thus /p ( / )Cm( / ,0 j>) . 
Now let X e m{f,(t),p). Then we have 
sup sup — y " / ( k f c r ) < oo> 
s>i (TGC, 0.S f r^ , 
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^^^PTZ]-^^^'''^''^-!'') < °° ' 
'>-' ^ ' k^a 
=> f{\xk\) < Ml for some A> 0 for all k eN. 
Thus X G /oo(/)- This completes the proof of Theorem. 
Theorem 2.8, (i) Tn{f,(p,p) = lp{f) if and only if snp(0s) < oo, 
(ii) m{f,(p,p) = locif) if and only if s u p ( f - ) < o o . 
s>l \ ^ ' / 
Proof, (i) if we take 4>s ~ I for all s £ N, then we have lp{f) = rn{f, '(p,'p). 
By Theorem 2.2. and Theorem 2.8 it follows that m{f,(l),p) = /co(/)if and 
only if Ki ip(^) < oo. 
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